At JPL, we're known for pioneering paths to the stars. Now our EEs are designing a communications laser to beam back more data from space. If you're qualified, you may be able to help build it.

Future generations of deep space probes will use lasers to move masses of mission data at 4 megabits/second to relay stations in earth orbit, a 16-fold increase over radio frequency transmission speeds. Relayed back to Earth by broadband RF, information from space will give science its clearest image of the solar system. And the galaxy.

JPL offers scientists and engineers unrivaled vistas in planetary and space disciplines. Meet with a JPL campus representative. Find out how you can link your future with our stars.
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The Wiesner Art Gallery on the second floor of the Student Center will host a photography display which portrays the building at different times during its 20-year history. Steve Burke of the Undergraduate Association (UA) and Andrew Eisenmann '75 of the Student Art Association (SAA) - both members of the Dean's Office -- and Kenneth IM. Flowers '86 of MIT's yearbook Technique coordinated the exhibition. Barbara Fienman, campus activities director, is coordinating the celebration. Burke worked with the Technology Community Association (TCA), Alpha Phi Omega (APO) and the SAA.

Stratton to slice cake at Student Center party
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